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Godesk- Italy
 is a coworking and an innovation space placed
in Potenza.

GoDesk is also very active as business
accelerator as it o�fers a unique ecosystem of
resources, inspiration, and collaboration
opportunities for startups, freelancers and
small enterprises.
In collaboration with local public
organization, GoDesk is developing also a
incubator programme providing startups
with workspace and business development
services 





TA�GET G�OUP

STUDENT

between 6 and 11 years



Learning
environment

EXIBITON

FAMILY

SCHOOL



Learning goal

Through a quiz game the student know the main aspects relating to
environmental sustainability: from the correct di�ferentiation of waste to
saving water and energy, from the sustainable mobility to �ight food waste.

KNOWLEDGE

Each student is provided with a set of stickers, with a picture and a short
message, to be applied to the sensitive points of the house, as a constant
reminder for the whole family. The kit also contains a "report card" with
which the students evaluate the participation and commitment of their
family members, encouraging them to have right behaviors

BEHAVIORS & ATTITUDES



Methods

TEST-GAME
take test

EDUCATIONAL KIT

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSedUbx1yW2C1xDHEJyVvDbrlYcSnYSyT3hzC80tswwrOASgkQ/viewform


Materials









Evaluation

This project is a good practice because
included same elements of gaming for
learning about the right behaviors in
waste domestic management.
It involves in the same project, students,
theschers and family
The outcomes are evaluated by report with
smile and the test-game



Seguimi is an educational format that involves a small or large community for four
weeks. There are two lines of intervention drawn up: one for the Citizens, understood
as a community with rights and duties; the other for schools of all levels, a privileged

channel for reaching families. Interdisciplinary training courses are provided for
students, with activities that tend to involve teachers and all school personnel as

recipients.



P�OMOTED 
BY

The Foundation has been committed for years to developing culture and scienti�ic and
technical research, protecting the landscape and the historical and artistic heritage.

 
The Foundation develops and coordinates projects and initiatives - alone and in

partnership - and is committed to ensuring that each person has the opportunity to express
their potential by enhancing their diversity.



TA�GET G�OUP

STUDENT

between 6 and 10 years

TEACHERS

FAMILIES



Learning
environment

 

SCHOOL



Learning goal

One of the objectives of the project is to convey to children, with the help of
teachers, the "four R" rule, namely: Reduction - Reuse - Recycling - Recovery,
having as a basic aim, the education for the circular economy.

KNOWLEDGE

Separate waste collection is the main action to begin implementing the
new circular economy model and to comply with the "four Rs" rule.
The Isola dei Preziosi was set up in the school complex; each class
received a poster with the user manual and the instructions to be able to
carry out the correct separate collection at school, and the stickers to be
applied on the baskets to distinguish the three di�ferent types of waste.

BEHAVIORS & ATTITUDES



Methods

WASTE TRAVEL 360

EDUCATIONAL KIT

The Waste Travel 360 ° is the
�irst virtual reality project
that allows participants to
experience an emotional and
engaging journey to discover
the in�inite potential of
waste.



Evaluation

Through a call for proposals published by
the Mario Diana Foundation, 10 project
bene�iciaries have been selected for a total
of 28 schools and hundreds of students
and teachers involved. The gaming
methodology has helped make the
project's objectives more easily achievable
for an overall optimal result




